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". . . a car that can take

first place in a concourse

and then clobber all eomers

On all
score|.. ."

il00 $1

in a tough ra,ce.

criticql counts it

(\ O YOU can't climb f,verest, you can't have Nlonroe,
\ and you're not likely ever io ride a rocket to the
L-/ -oon. But you can, ii you're properly heeled, achieve
an experience that's in the same ultimate class - you can
get yourself a Mercedes-Benz 300 SL. And if you really
respond to machinery, the effect is the same.

After exhaustive road testing of a standard 300 SL,
after driving impressions in a race-tuned version and inter-
views with several owners and specialist technicians, I'm
ready to haul off and make a flat, unequivocal statement.
This is the finest procluction sports car in the world. No
exceptions, no qualifications. On all critical counts, it
scores.

Bv GRIFF BORGESON

As a piece of automotive sculpture the 300 SL is a mas-
terpiece. With its "gull wing" doors and its own Teutonic
treatment of hippy, organic contours it stands spendidly
apart from all the cliches of posrwar styling, including the
much-plagiarized Italian school.

Tlre 300 SL is a car that can take first place in a concours
d'elegance, then clobber all comers in a tough race. Man-
ifestations of its might are victories won all over Europe
and the U.S. from the world's best all-out competition
sports cars.

At the same time it's a luxury carriage. Sports cars as

a rule offer little in the way of comforts and nice refine-
ments. In fact, starkness is part of the stock-in-trade of
most sports car builders. But the 300 SL achieves the all-
weather comfort and the rich finish of fine luxury cars
without "engineering compromise" - that rarely-challenged
excuse for typical sports car ascetit ism.

Beyond this, the 300 SL is prophecy incarnate. It's a

pace-setter, a style-setter, a design conception that is bound
to in{luence the world's automotive industry for many years
to come. For example, a top Detroit stylist tells me that
the 300 SL's roof doors are sure to be copied in the coming
U.S. cars because they are the only means of getting in
and out of the kind of ultra-low vehicles that the buying
public craves. Several I)etroit "idea cars" already have
imitated this feature.

And styling is the least of the 300 SL's shock treatments
to the industry. Gasoline fuel injection, first pioneered on
the 300 SL, will give the internal combustion engine a

new lease on life and probably delay the advent of gas
turbines for years. Detroit, aware that FI means instant-
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Feature Road Test:

The Sensational Mercedes.Benz 300 SL

Cylinder head used on )00 SL is uery similar in layout to
th.at used on K-type M-8. Values are set aertically and.
are operated by single ouerhead cam through rocher arms.

aneous throttle response, more horsepower and lower body
lines, is already working all-out on injection. At the last
count, there were 18 300 SL's in the possession of Detroit
manufacturers who are boning up on FI's secrets.

Another feature that's bound to be copied is the position
of the 300 SL's engine - rnounted on its side to lower
body lines and the center of gravity. The brakes are novel.
While brake diameters in all cars have shrunk to conform
to shrinking tire sizes, it took the designers of the 300 SL
to think of widening the brakes to compensate for the
lost friction area. f'he 300 SL has four-wheel independent
suspension, a feature of NI-B cars since the early thirties.
This, too, is being readied on Detroit drawing boards.
Even the intricate and expensive trapezoidal frame may
be adapted to automation's techniques. Literally, the 300
SL is a car of the future that can be possessed today.

All 300 SL's are not necessarily alike. The standard pack-
age that you buy across the counter costs $7,463 at U.S.
port of entry. It's a magnificent performer, with dazzling
acceleration and a top speed of nearly 140 mph. But there
are manv performance options. It's beautifully, finely fin-
ished, but there are rnany finish options. The result is
that althougir you can get a 300 SL for under $7500, few
are sold for less than $8,000 after licence fees, taxes and
options have been added. And if you want a 160 mph,
all-out competition 300 SL you can invest 910,000 or
$11,000 with no difficulty. But don't get the idea that the
pin-money 300 SL is anything less than a going bomb.

'Ihe fire engine red, strictly standard model that I first
drove came to my door equipped with rneister mechaniker
Robert Leutge, an expert technician sent to the U.S. by
the Mercedes factorv to train agency mechanics. He tossed
the door up, slid over to the passenger's side, and I entered.

With the 300 SL this is somethins of an art and it
varies according to build, sex and dress. For the first or
fiftieth time it's a thrill. Actually, rhe car is not a handy
package to climb in ancl out of but the mild gymnastics
involved are a small price to pay for what you get. The
somewhat limited entry area provided by the roof doors
is dictated not by the car's lowness alone, but also by the
extreme depth of the iight, rigid, "three-dimensional" tub-
ular frame. When you sit in the car )our elbow rests on
the door sill, which is wrapped over the top frame members.
To simplify entry and exit for the driver, all 300 SL's are
equipped with a steering wheel that can be folded under
the steering column. Also, although the steering column is
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(lnderside of cyltnder head. shows that no combustion
chamber as such is used. L[ating surf ace is absolutely flat
and the large aalaes set flush, si,milar to Houard GMC.

not adjustable, you can have your choice of two differenr
column lengths.

The doors can be locked from the outside by thc con-
ventional method. To open them, you press a slightly-
protruding cam which exposes the cioor-handle. Give this
an easy outward and upward tug ancl the door floats rrp
to its fullopen position, aided b1, springs that give just
the correct amount of counterbalance. The door must be
slammed hard to be closed ancl this produces a loud, jar-
ring thud. On the inside cloor hanclle of every new 300 SL
is a somewhat disquieting notice urging that doors be
lockecl from the inside to guard against their opening spon-
taneously at Irigh speed.

When you're seatecl in a 300 SL you know you're in.
You're practically encapsulated. You feel very much a part
of the car, as you should be. Visibility is good. Straight
ahead and just belor.r' eye level are a big tach and a big
speedometer. There are plenty of other instruments anrl
controls and they take some time to learn.

The first thing I noticed was the low mileage registered
on the odometer - significantly beiow the 1,000-mile break-

il"::::r1 
recommended by the factory. But Leutge put

Block is a short, stifi six with a near-square strohe-bore
ratio of 1.01 to 1. Combustion chambers are scooped out
of cylinder bore instead of head. Note injector ports.
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The Sensational Mercedes-Benz 300 SL

Feature Road Test:

Steering uheel will
collapse to solue the
entry probLent.

RATING
BHP PER CU, IN.

BHP PER SQ. IN. PISTON
,\REA

r.RS..FT. TORQUE PER
CU. IN.

LBS. PER BHP. DRY

F,4.CTORS
btd. cam
Racing cam
Std. cam
Racing cam
Std. cam
Racing cam
Std. cam
Racing cam

r9n
1.31
416
4.54
1.1 I
1. l9

l I.6
10,7

PTSTON SPEED ra 60 MPH (3.64 eears) 1520 ft. per min.
PISTON SPEED a 6100 RPM 3575 fr. per min.
RRAKE LINING AREA PER TON. DRY 202 sq. ins.

Pump Borrel

Dischorge Hole
ond Groove

Blocking Groove

Feed
Hole

Tronsverse
Groove

Pump
Plunger

_{
Cutaway drawing ol prototype M-B used at Le fuIans and
I'Iexico shou.g 41-desree slant of the engine. Note that
early type used downdraft carburetors instead of new FI.

The car has a trunk but lor anything
exce,pt sof t goods space is a bit
cramped by spare wheel.

"You don't have to worry about wincling up these en-
gines," he said. "Be{ore they're even dropped into a car
they're run for 24 hours on a dynamometer, including six
hours at peak output. Then they're torn down, checked,
reassembled, ancl given another eight hours of running-in.
Our times may be a sirade slow, but don't be afraid to
peak it in the gears."

The tricks of liring up a fuel-injection car are few and
simple. For cold starts you pull out what corresponds to
a choke and for hot starts you pull out a different button

- that causes a whining, high-speed pump to go to work in
the fuel tank. It not only purges vapor pockets from the
fuel system when hot, but also makes available a two-gal-
lon reserve fuel suppiy. The factory tecommends that the
extra pump be used continuously during high-speed oper-
ation.

This is not one of those engines the existence of which
its makers have spent millions to hide. It explodes into
urgent, buzzing life, idling at a busy but smooth 750 rpm.
and every fiber of the beast is ready to charge.

(Continued on page ,g)
11
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(Continued from page l4)

The 300 SL has positive syncromesh
on all four of its forward speeds. You
thrust it into first, sirnultaneously punch
the throttle and release the clutch
and, in a number of seconds only
slightly greeter tltan lour reaction
time, peak at 40 mph. The sensation
of catapulting acceieration is unfor-
gettable. Second, again with tremen-
dous G's, propels the car up to the
high sixties in scant seconds more.
Third is a wonderfully useful ratio
with terriftc dig from about 9 to 96
moh.

The torque of the little three-liter
engine is fantastic and it's hard to see

n'here it all comes from until you re-
member that the injection s,vstem is

pumping fuel into the cylinders at a

constant rate that carburetors cannot
match. Fourth gcar, with the standard
rear axle ratio, gi\.es smooth, contin-
uous acceleration from 15 to 140 mph!
It is thoroughly adequate for city traf-
fic and even for pulling fairly stiff
sracles. For fierce acceleration and fast
hill-climbing. third meets nearly all
requirements. During our shakedown
tests amon€i the steep peaks and can-

yons of the Santa Nlonica mountain
range, we had to resort to second cog
only on the very steepest grades, an<l
then we flew up to them. As for first
gear, you shoukl always use it when
starting from a standstill. Beyond that
you just keep it in reserve for pulling
stumps and for competing in the
Alpine Rally.

There are tricks to driving the car.
I cannot see it as anything but a man's
machine. It's too hairy a beast for a

woman to drive unless she's a fairly
brawny athlete. Its steering, with less

than two turns from lock to lock, is

definitely heavy and has a wonderful
feel. The steering gear itseif is of the
no-backlash recirculating bail type with
hydraulic centering. The brakes are
magnificent and indesructible and
they're vacuum assisted. But they don't
Iock the wheels at a touch, I)e troit
power-brake style. They clemand some
muscle Dower. and so do the clutch
and the shift lever. In the 300 SL,
driving is not the near spectator sPort
it has largely become in this age of
robot-ized motoring

Actually, for the average male, min-
imum muscular endowment is requircd
for the comfortable oPeration of the
300 SL. Caution and sound judgment,
however, are essential to the continu-
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ing enjoyment of this or any other
hifh-performance car and even a small

error can have very discouragirlg con-

sequences. For example, I had read in
boih a British and an American road

test that the car should be Pushed
through turns under Power, actually
steered with the throttle.

As we approached our first tight cor-

ner I mentioned this to Leutge. "No-
Nol" he cried. "Do that and the rear

end comes swinging around. With these

pendulum axles you have to be careful'
th" ou".rt""r isn't much if You have

competition springs, but with standard
springs you must 'lr,'atch it all the time'"

At this point I asked Leutge to cle-

monstrate ProPer fast-cornering tech-

nique with the 300 SL and he took the
wheel. He poPPed his gear changes

with a smart, hard stYle and reached

his de sired speed of entry into the
turn. AII the way around the curve he

maintained neutral acceleration, just

patting the throttle lightly and occa-

sionally to keep his velocity constant'
As the curve began to straighten out
he stomped thc throttle to the floor-
boarcls, rocketing into the straight'
Further checking with men who have

driven 300 SL's in comPetition verified
this as the one-and-only tcchnique for
keeping out of trouble during high
speed cornering. With this car you do

n o/ horse around with throttle steering.
During the very hardest cornering

there is no perciptible body roll and
you feel an unusual sense of security.
This is adderl to considerably by the
car's phenomenal brakes which are

fade-proof and provide uncanny stoP-

ping distances. The adjustable bucket
seats give excellent suPPort against
sideways motion. There's a remarkable
absence of wind noise in this car, even

at 138 mph, but otherwise it is bY no
means a silent servant. The auxiliary
fuel pump, used constantlY at high
speeds, emits a nervous whine at the

driver's back. The indirect transmis-
sion gears have a ioud, 'r'intage buzz.

These sounds are more or less musical
to the enthusiastic ear. Less so is the
pcculiar, harmless klunking noise that
originates in the rear axle mechanism
of thesc cars when some, llut not all,
left turns are macle.

The coil-spring four-whecl inde-
pendent suspension gives a ride that
is surprisingly soft. The cornering feel

in particular is quite different from
that of a fast, solid-axie machine and

is hard to describe. In place of the
sensation of unyielding chassis "bite"
on the road there's a softness to the
300 SL's cornering grip. You do not
feel as though you're on rails; You
know damned well you're on rubber
tires. f'he bite is tenacious ali right,
but not harsh. Barrelling full-bore
down the straightaway the car never
feels as though it's becoming lighter.
At top speed it stili squats like a stalk-
ing cat and its traction under all con-
ditions is pretty unbeatable.

So far, we've been talking about the
basic 300 SL "economy model" with
touring-car camshaft. With this setup
the output is 220 bhp, the engine idles
at 750 rpm and the torque character-
istics are quite uniform throughout
the engine rpm range. This combina-
tion makes for one of the most thrill-
ing rides of your life. That is, until
you experience a 300 SL running the
hot, competition cam.

With this one modification the car
acquires an entirely new character.
Now it peaks at 240 bhp - a figure in-
cidentaliy, which other road tests have
mistakenly associated with the stand-
ard model - and it idles at ll00 revs.
In the lower engine-speed range it is
siightiy rougher and it neither adds to
nor subtracts from the vehicle's per-
fonnance. It's in the higher rpm's that
it rnakcs another car of the 300 SL.

Lance Reventlow of Hollywood is
the devoted owner of a 300 SL with
the racing cam and all the other Per'
formance options. His car hes heavy-
duty springs and shock absorbers,
Rudge wheels, an assortment of rear-
axle ratios and special racing tires. It
also has one of the all-aluminum
bodies that the factory has available.
The light body represents a weight
saving of about 350 pounds and Re-
ventlow's car represents an investment
of well over $10,000.

Lance introduced me to the delights
of this rarified form of motoring with
a demonstration of the effect of the
racing cam. "Watch this," he said, as

he dropped into Third at about 2,000
rom and bore down on the throttle.
The tach needle rapidly climbed past
3,000, then 3,500. I watched and
waited. Then at 3,600 all hell broke
loose. The car, already accelerating as

few cars in the world can do, took off
as though JATO units or a second en-
gine had been cut in. Beyond 3,600
the acceleration was appalling. It was
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end. According to my factory inform-
ant, the standard 300 SL -camshaft is

identical to that used in the TYPe

3005 touring machine. A number of
people have wondered what effect fuel
iniecri"n has on valr e t'mirg. Evi-

dently it has none.
The lobes on the 300 SL's camshafts

have a fast high lift and very sPorting
duration and overlap characteristics:

Standard ComPetition
Inlet opens 11' 20"

(Before top center)
Inlet closes 53" 58'

(After bottom center)
Exhaust opens 36'30' 56"

(Before bottom center)
Exhaust closes l0'30' 18"

(After top center)
Cold-engine tappet clearances are

.002 ins. for the inlets and .008 for the
exhausts. For an overhead-cam valve
train, the 300 SL's is quite silent in its
operation.

A point of considerable interest to
the engineering fan is the more than
slight resemblance between the 300 SL
engine and the basic engine that
powered the immortal Types K, S, SS

and SSK Mercedes of the Twenties
and early Thirties. Dr. Porsche de-

signed the old single-cam six with its
eerie-sounding Roots blower. The
ultra-modern Mercedes six looks much
the same under its cam cover. The
staggered valve arrangement is the
same and the cam-follower layout is

almost identical. It's also interesting
that the acceleration effect that
Porsche obtained with a costly and
complicated supercharger has now
been duplicated and surpassed bY

means of the 300 SL's racing camsha{t.

With the fuel injection system, an

assembly of six small plunger PumPs
delivers atomized gasoline directly in-
to the cylinders. at a Pressure ranging
from 568 to 682 pounds Per square

inch. Air alone is drawn through the
inlet valves and the mixture of fuel
and air takes place within the cYl-

inders. The timing and the amount of
each shot of fuel is regulated auto-
matically and precisely. Filtration of
both air and fuel is far more critical
than in carburetor engines.

You might expect maintenance of
the system to be extremely tricky, but
it's not. The air filter requires clean-

ing every 2,500 mites, the fuel filter
every 15,000. The fuel-feed sYsten

compensates automatically for changes

in altitude and temperature. On the

throttle body in the air-intake mani-
fold there are a couple of adjusting
screws for regulating idle speed and
mixture richness. TheY can be ad-

justed with a small coin. And that's
all there is to it.

One idiosyncracY of the sYstem is
described in the Owner's lV{anual. "It
may happen with the injection engine
that afier stopping the engine will
turn a few backward revolutions. This
does not necessarily indicate a defect'
Engage a gear in this case and stoP

the engine by clutching." And another
precaution: to stop, "turn the ignition
key to the left while idling. Do not
on any account try to stoP the engine
at a higher speed than the idle run-
ning one." I assume that violating this
rule results in de-lubrication of the
cylinder walls by powerfully-injected
raw fuel.

Checking with marrY 300 SL owners

(at this moment there are l7l who
have bought cars through the West
Coast distributor alone) I have been
unable to find any complaints against
the reliability of the injection system

or, for that matter, of the car as a

whole. A mechanic who specializes on
300 SL's assures me, "You just drive the
car - it takes terrific abuse and gives no
trouble. We used to have one chronic
complaint and that was about spark
plug failure. Now we recommend plati-
num-point plugs and have no more of
that trouble."

When you consider what it must
cost to produce each of these cars -
all the handwork, expensive compon-
ents, quality - it's hard to consider
the 300 SL as anything but a bargain
at the base price of $7463. And this
includes a splendid set of tools, power
brakes, hinged steering wheel, optional
steering columns, clock, heater, an ex-
haustive maintenance manual, a parts
catalog, minutely detailed instructions
for the servicing of the car for its first
62,500 miles, and many other bonus
items.

Actually, you can buy the basic
300 SL for $6900 at the factory in
Stuttgart, Germany. Transportation
cost and import duty then become
your responsibility. However, if you
bring the car to the U.S. within six
months of purchase, the factory re-
funds $1300 to you, which offsets the
freight and duty expenses and then
some. With large parts inventories in
several American cities and with an
excellent, factory-supervised service or-
ganization, it's just about impossible
to duplicate what the 300 SL has to
offer at any price. 4t

Mngnette
(Continued from page 55 )

octagonal radiator caP' Instruments are

lettered in radium paint and "black
Iigtrtecl." They are at their best in pitch
dark driving and somewhat cloudy and
hard to read at dusk when there's not
enough natural light for easy visibility,
nor enough "dark" for the luminous
indicators and numerals to stand out
clearly.

Engine accessibility too, rates high'
The alligator-type hood, which is one

rattleDroof unit with the handsome

MG grill, swings uP out of the way on
spring counter-balances and stays that
*uy. The carburetors, distributor,
valves, generator wiring, plugs, all are

in the light of day and easily reached,

as are drain cocks and oil fiIter, heater,
blower ducts, hot water hoses. even the
hose connections and slave cylinder of
the hydraulically operated clutch. And'

60

of course, the combination brake and
clutch master cylinder is way up on the
fire wall and within reach. OnIY the
voltage control and fuse block is a bit
sticky to work on at the rear. of the
cylinder block. In short, the car is just
what the Saturday afternoon "do-it-
yourself" mechanic is looking for.

To sum it up; the Magnette offers
the man who admires a well-designed,
well-built automobile, and who above
all loves to drive, a very solid package'
The car is a remarkable comPromise,
providing exceedingly comfortable seat-

ing and ease of driving in a well-styled,
extremely rugged body, powered for
effortless, high-speed cruising by a

lively, flexible and easy-to-maintain en-

gine. Extra bonus features such as a

smooth, efficient gear box, true sPorts

car controlability and as stable and

comfortable a ride as can be found in
any short wheelbase, light weight se-

dan, add to the evidence in favor of
the Magnette as the answer to the Mid-
get owners' dilemma . . . how to have a
family car . . . and an MG too!

If all of the above sounds like a re-
port on a new car the implication can-
not be denied. The Magnette was al-
most like a new one. Other than the
reading on the odometer about the
only indication of hard use was in the
softer, "broken-in" feeling of the seats

and a freer running engine than would
be the case with a new item. If we seem

to be repeating ourselves, we apologize
but it can't be helped - this car had
more than 24,000 miles and hard miles
at that, yet it still felt as if it had just
rolled out of the dealer's door. Or even

t
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